SuperTuff Solution!
®
®

Superior’s 6F35/6T40 SuperTuff Solution
is Your Simple Solution™ for Ford and
GM Case Bushing/Axle Seal Leakage
®

Quick, easy, in-car repair for the commonly failed driver
side axle/case bushing and seal. Failure due to a worn
driver’s side axle/case bushing can compromise the seal,
causing shifting complaints or slippage which is common
with a low fluid-level condition. This failure is caused
by the original bushings inadequate surface area and
lack of lubrication to bushing surface and CV axle cup.
The durable SuperTuff® Teflon® coated bushing from
Superior Transmission Parts Inc. virtually eliminates
premature wear and the resulting leak at the axle seal.
The new SuperTuff® bushing is 23% wider than original
to offer more support, Teflon® coated for durability and
engineered with a lube window that allows more oil
in to provide better lubrication, wear resistance and
added support of the axle stub shaft.

Repair in car!
Quick! Easy!

Part # K0100

SUPERIOR’S 6F35/6T40 SuperTuff Solution
®

Part # K099 (Thin Wall Bushing)

Part # K0199 (Thick Wall Bushing)

The K0100 Kit includes: Our high-quality, 3-piece tool set designed for quick removal of the worn bushing and an indexed re-installation of the SuperTuff®
bushing. The two-sided driver head also serves as the driver to install the included seal made of better-than-OEM materials. Kit also includes (5) axle seals
and (5) original K099 SuperTuff® Teflon® bushings for a total of five (5) fixes. Refills for the K0100 are available: ask for Part # K099 (thin wall bushing;
fits all 6F35 Ford units and 6T30/6T40 GM units up to 2014) or the NEW Part # K0199 (thick wall bushing; fits all 2014-up 6F35 Ford units and 2014-up
6T30/6T40 GM units). These can be used during overhaul as an upgraded seal & bushing fix.
***Address Premature Bushing/Seal Failures 6F35 Ford/Mazda and 6T40 GM units. The durable bushings and top-quality seals included in the K0100 Kit may be
refilled: Part # K099 includes (1) SuperTuff™ bushing and (1) premium seal for the early version Thin Wall style up to 2014 OR use the New K0199 for 2014-up
Thick Wall style. Note TOOL K0100 can use either Thin OR thick wall bushing to fit your application. One tool does both just order the K0199’s as you need them.

